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Introduction

How did words for slaves, captives, dependants, and enslavement used by Bantu-speaking communities in the Great Lakes region of East Africa change and endure in the centuries before 1800? Which of the earlier kinds of violence and ideologies of hierarchy underpinned enslavement and commercial slavery in the nineteenth century? This essay will explore these questions by focusing on two types of language evidence: new words with relatively new meanings for forms of slavery, and new meanings related to slavery that Great Lakes Bantu-speakers attached to words whose earlier meanings had no clear connection to the commercialised forms of marginality that were so prominent in the nineteenth century (see Appendix).1 The shifts in meanings revealed in the analysis of these words’ semantic variability open up ideas about honour, scorn and hierarchy that distinguish the elite from the common people, the insider from the outsider, and shed light on notions of authority and legal practices that enforced those divides. The shifts in meaning also touch on theories of gender and generation that assigned significant weight to types of work as defining features of individuals and appropriately distinct capacities of different generations. Approaching a history of slaveries in Africa in this manner sidesteps stubborn, recent and highly politicised dichotomies between malignant and benign, open and closed, forms of slavery because it analyses the inventions and extensions of meaning in specific historical contexts. The antiquity of thinking about forms of social marginalisation and experiences of violence must first be assessed as significant historical conclusions in their own right, before exploring how they might have shaped more recent meanings of slavery and enslavement.2

The slaveries mentioned in the nineteenth- and twentieth-century documentary records have very different historical depths, with the great majority reaching no further than the eighteenth century. They emphasised degrees of immobility and social marginalisation in a commercial context. The common concern with fixing slaves inside or outside a particular social nexus, an exclusionist impulse in Great Lakes and coastal East African cultural habits, is much older than the eighteenth century and is linked to broader historical processes than a study of terms for slavery alone can reveal.3 Not every form of social violence with deep historical roots turned into the forms and conditions of ‘enslavement’ familiar from the long nineteenth century. Their histories unfolded in other, sometimes older, contexts. However, within the narrow compass of the slaveries described in the recent, documentary record, the master’s concern to define the nature of the ‘social death’ imposed on slaves comes across clearly. The language evidence in these sources speaks to these claims of the dominant far more than it reveals a slave’s concern to define the nature of her humanity inside and against a master’s social responsibility.4 The etymologies of words for slavery and enslavement in the Great Lakes region reveal a consistent obsession with claiming a slave’s marginality, but they also reveal much about the differing historical contexts that generated slaves and the contexts in which the enslaved could work against the sometimes greatly exaggerated rumours of their social deaths.

Those contexts included an agricultural intensification in the region which unfolded around bananas in wetter zones nearer to Lake Victoria, and around cattle and grain in the drier zones to the west of the lake. Larger-scale environmental and climatic shifts, well under way by the opening of the second millennium CE, conditioned these agricultural changes.5 Intensified farming and herding created new pressures on land and labour, pressures that supported the growth of centralised political cultures after the sixteenth century, strong militarisms from the seventeenth century, and eventually the growth of commodification, late in the eighteenth century. These more recent developments shaped the social histories of slavery and enslavement outlined in this essay. Widespread social and political hierarchies, especially after the sixteenth century, knitted together by various forms of reciprocity and coercion, constituted the specific contexts for socially marginal persons to think about and pursue their aspirations.6 The outlines of agrarian change and the development of centralised political cultures have been developed elsewhere and will only be alluded to in this essay. Other threads – like the social and technological study of violence – have yet to receive careful historical treatment for early periods and have received virtually no study for the era before the sixteenth century C.E.7 The outlines of these stories can only be touched on here. Still, the genealogies of the regional and local meanings given to words for what we might gloss as ‘slavery’ and enslavement, presented in this essay, constitute a first step in that larger project on the social and intellectual history of violence, vulnerability, and authority in Greater Eastern Africa.8

We can know rather more about the nature and sources of slavery, enslavement and inequality in the Great Lakes region than one might
surmise, given the slight volume of work focused solely on this complex topic. Studies of the nineteenth century consistently touch on what Europeans perceived as slavery—and some take considerable pains to translate local vocabulary related to these perceptions—but we have very little sustained scholarly inquiry into the intellectual, social, and military genealogies of domination and dependence in the region before the eighteenth century. We know very little about how Africans between the Great Lakes understood commercial slavery and enslavement, and how they managed the combined mercantile and military transformations for which the nineteenth century is infamous. Scholars—including African intellectuals writing throughout the colonial period—often claim that eighteenth-century militarism and its associated dislocations made enslavement common. But this insistence only serves as the baseline against which to measure the gradual commodification of economic life, including the buying and selling of persons and firearms, which engulfed the region after the 1840s. It does little to disentangle the many different sources of slavery, most pressingly, the older from the newer. This state of affairs is perfectly understandable, given the other attractions the region and its histories have offered to intellectuals, local or otherwise. It is also understandable, given the fact that historical sources on the topic are notoriously recalcitrant for eras before the eighteenth century.

People between the Great Lakes shared a common discourse on the nature of hierarchy and dependence that sustained arguments about who could and could not belong to the different categories in the hierarchies. For much of the time period this essay covers, I cannot hope to reconstruct even a single instance of such arguing, but some of the semantic results of the arguments emerge as different shades of meaning attached to the words people commonly used to name different parts of the hierarchies. Tracing differences in meaning and examining the conditions under which they emerged suggests some of the contents of the arguments and struggles people had over what it meant to belong in the categories they valued and over how to move between them or how to avoid such movement. Against these temporally deep and spatially broad currents of still recognisably distinct and, sometimes, frankly disjointed social and intellectual histories, we can begin to make greater sense of the more familiar nineteenth- and twentieth-century notions of equality and inequality. These are the questions that guide this essay even though I cannot hope to take up each one in wholly satisfying detail.

An earlier work argued that a host of social, intellectual, economic, agricultural and environmental changes informed the development of ideologies of patriarchal descent and inheritance, ideologies which could be used to exclude certain persons. Changing ideologies of kinship between the Great Lakes shaped the contours of slavery, dependence and vulnerability before the eighteenth century because Great Lakes Bantu-speakers used kinship ideologies to promote some aspects of marginality and set others aside. This approach to kinship highlights the insight of

Igor Kopytoff and Suzanne Miers that a continuum of social integration was central to the nature of ‘slavery’ in Africa, though neither insists on a single static form for that continuum nor downplays issues of struggle and power. The marginality that made dependants vulnerable—and the vulnerability that marginalised people—were created in a variety of ways between the Great Lakes. People could be taken as war prisoners, kidnapped, sold (by relatives, patrons, to pay fines and debts), bought, inherited, and ejected from their communities by legal decision, as a gift to a chief or king or other social superior, or due to illness. The sexually transmitted diseases that afflicted men and women in the region, with the advent of caravanning in the 1840s, may have disproportionately driven women into isolated, vulnerable positions. The prevalence of one or another of these means to create slaves ‘from within’ changed dramatically over time.

Comparative linguistic evidence is well suited to tracing continuities and ruptures in a social formulation like ‘slavery’. This is because the spatial distribution of words and the shapes of the semantic fields they mark reflect both inherited forms whose meaning had force and value across many generations and the innovation of new words or meanings with the emergence of novel conditions for masters and the enslaved. Moreover, studying sequences of change in the densities of terminologies for modes of marginalisation and dependence takes us into the realm of semantic history. When combined with what we know about other aspects of the social history of the Great Lakes region, historical linguistic evidence thus offers a compelling picture of violence and vulnerability which enables their impact on commercial slavery and enslavement in the region to begin to emerge. This history’s most distinctive features include (i) the great antiquity of plunder and pillage; (ii) the emergence before the eighteenth century of generic and gendered social categories for ‘the slave’; (iii) the florescence of different words for new and more commodified sorts of slaves, after the eighteenth century; (iv) the centrality of fear to the performance of honour; and (v) the entanglement of fear and honour with notions of scorn and struggles over the capacity to speak that lie at the heart of owners’ efforts to define ‘the slave’.

Linguistic Evidence and a Poetic of Labelling

‘There are always more meanings than words’, the linguist Raimo Anttila has said, but language surprises us with ‘its ability to adapt to such a semantic challenge’. With the radical changes in the conditions of hierarchy and service that unfolded in the eighteenth and nineteenth century, Great Lakes Bantu languages were put to the test of their semantic creativity. ‘Toute époque a ses idées propres, il faut aussi qu'elle ait les mots propres à ces idées,’ as Victor Hugo observed about the tendency for synonyms to proliferate around issues of great importance to a community. The
people who lived through those tumultuous centuries created a rich vocabulary concerning slavery and enslavement. Scholars of semantics have long noted that high numbers of synonyms for particular things, actions and ideas reflect a high level of interest in those things, actions and ideas held by members of the speech community. More or fewer synonyms for slavery in different subgroups of Great Lakes Bantu languages reveal the shifting importance of slavery over time and by region. Subgroups or individual languages with many terms for slavery needed them in order to make sense of eras in which recruiting outsiders was important to them. Subgroups of related languages – or individual languages – with fewer or no terms for ‘slavery’ reflect eras in which slavery was of little or at least of lesser importance. Despite the temptation to assume a monolithic, primordial slavery undergirding the Great Lakes region’s investments in social hierarchy, we should begin instead to excavate its historical development in this manner. What speakers did with these words in the very distant past, we cannot know exactly. But the shades of meaning people made them express – and the sheer mass of terminology – speak volumes to us now about the past worlds they struggled to understand and manipulate through speech. These sorts of lives – isolated, dependent, and vulnerable – are very old between the Lakes as, indeed, they are very old in the world over. The words people used to speak about them tell us a lot about how they gave those lives meaning, and the meanings they gave them took surprisingly similar forms across a very broad swath of Bantu-speaking Africa.

Pillage, Plunder, Prisoners and Captives

Inventing this vocabulary drew on earlier semantic resources in a number of ways. Some labellers drew on polysemy – the capacity for a single word to signify a broad range of meanings depending on the context – to craft new terms for long-standing social realities that were later connected with slavery. For example, the verb *-kabba: to tie up, fasten’ often underwent a natural extension of meaning to include ‘to imprison, to capture’. The verb is distributed widely but discontinuously across Bantu-speaking Eastern Africa, suggesting that people fashioned this meaning extension nearly three millennia ago, when the Proto-Mashariki speech community existed. In the Lakes region – as well as in other parts of the vast region in which daughter speech communities of Proto Mashariki lived – the innovators exploited the semantic vagueness of ‘to tie up, fasten’ by including the meaning ‘to imprison’ within the signifying field of *-kabba. Among other meanings linked to physical restraint, speakers made a noun in order to refer to a ‘prisoner’ or a ‘captive’. Capturing people and the physical coercion involved therefore seems to have been a long-standing part of the social reality of Bantu-speaking communities, even if confinement is far more difficult to perceive for periods before the eighteenth century, from the available evidence. But in late precolonial and colonial documents, people do not use this noun to refer to those then considered a ‘slave’. Though capture may have been the first step into slavery for some, this word for ‘captive’ or ‘prisoner’ only rarely and recently worked as a synonym for slavery (Appendix nos. 14.2, 14.6, and probably 14.4). Immobility and confinement helped define slavery in the nineteenth century, but persons other than slaves were also immobile. The sheer number of verbs and nouns describing capture and pillage reveals that these were widespread and perhaps long-standing activities between the Great Lakes (Appendix nos. 1, 7, 8, 12.1, 12.2, 13, 14.1-14.6). Many of the nouns in this list were derived from verbs for these actions, verbs which may be reconstructed as parts of the lexicon in speech communities ancestral to Great Lakes Bantu. The distribution of cognate vocabulary for coercive ‘captivity’ occurs in contemporary languages descended from this group, whose ancestral speech community, it has been argued elsewhere, existed between 2500 and 3500 years ago. These durable verbs named violent raiding for forms of property, including persons, but the fuller significance and meaning of these ancient practices cannot be understood solely through the lens of slavery, however important raiding for people was to the trajectories of violence in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. They must be considered in light of the growth of contemporaneous categories of dependence and of the semantic histories of words for forms of dependence, a task this essay can only begin to address.

Creating Generic, Gendered Slaves as Outsiders

Two terms for a generic and gendered status of dependence (Appendix nos. 10 and 18) – #mujiri and #nazuana – emerged sometime after the fourteenth or fifteenth centuries, when the North Nyanzian and Ruturan speech communities had begun to diverge into their daughter languages. In the nineteenth century, these terms often named the broadest, most inclusive category of male and female slaves, respectively. In the second half of the twentieth century, the terms either dropped from use or took on different generic meanings, most often related to material poverty. From the fourteenth century, locals saw the #mujiri and the #nazuana as social outsiders, newcomers, even refugees. A few widely separated attestations for #mujiri include the non-gender-specific meaning ‘peasant’ or ‘farmer’ – a relict distribution of this less dependency-oriented referent that might reflect the earliest contexts for the invention of the noun. At the turn of the first millennium CE, archaeological, linguistic and ecological evidence all suggest that grain farmers and livestock-keepers formed communities much larger and much more widespread than previously, and moved into the drier zones between Lake Victoria and the eastern massifs of the Kivu Rift. Specialised pastoralism and grain farming divided the micro-environments within this zone, revolutionising patron-client relations over the following several hundred years and ushering in a new set of social and ethnic hierarchies built around these occupa...
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Though the absence of a clear etymology makes it difficult to date the invention and dispersal of this term, the meanings it has carried over the last century tell us that the #muzana was someone who entered a community as the extension of another person, either the giver, the captor or a master of some sort. A #muzana's identity was a function of her captor's or her master's. It could therefore have worked as part of an ideological claim that foregrounded a newcomer, outsider, even refugee standing for female slaves at the same time that it highlighted the composite strength of a high-status person's standing.

Another name for slave – common in nineteenth-century accounts from the region – was also generic but was not gendered. The etymology of this term, *maja [Appendix no. 11], is also exceedingly difficult to sort out. The term may have been an innovation from a verb that no longer exists, but looked like *dia. It may simply be a stand-alone substantive innovation, not tied to any verbal form. In any case, *maja is very broadly distributed in Western Lakes languages. The *maja was a ‘dependant, servant, slave, or refugee’ and was also familiar to people who spoke Bemba, Luba and Ilu in Central Africa, and the Sabaki languages of the Indian Ocean coastal region. At first glance, this vast distribution might suggest a great antiquity for this form of slavery. But at the coast, in Proto Sabaki, the noun meant ‘newcomer or refugee’ and its gendered form, *mujakazi, meant ‘female slave’. Only meanings connected explicitly to slavery, including the exclusively female form referred to by *mujakazi, turn up in Forest and West Highlands languages. And the distribution is a block, connecting the interior speech communities with the coast. These facts strongly suggest a history where these terms spread to inland speech communities from the Sabaki-speaking communities living in the coastal lands between the Sabaki and Rufiji rivers. The regular sound correspondences between attestations of this word in each of the speech communities in the interior is best accounted for by arguing that the term was in use before those intermediate language groups began to break up. Given that these roots have been reconstructed for the Proto Sabaki lexicon, they could have moved repeatedly into the interior any time over the last fourteen centuries or so since Proto-Sabaki was spoken. The *maja and specifically the *mujakazi may well have been the earliest sorts of ‘newcomers’ (in Sabaki-speaking societies) or ‘refugees’ (in the interior) to enter the coastwise trade and Sabaki-speaking society as female dependants, perhaps well before the famous caravan phase was under way in the early nineteenth century.

The notion of the newcomer is the most widespread one that Lakes people used to name a slave. Firstcomers claimed that a newcomer was a social infant, without the rights and responsibilities of an adult insider. But the idea that newcomers could expect lower social standing than others in a community is a long-standing commonplace in ideologies of hierarchy between the Great Lakes and at the Indian Ocean coast. It did
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competitive firstcomer-newcomer distinctions. This may well have been the period when the binaries Bahima-Bairu and Batutsi-Bahutu emerged. At this point, #hakira most likely were newcomers whose sedentary farming lifestyle required permanent settlement, a permanence that intruded on cyclical pastoralist usage of their lands and exposed them and their fields to the risks of an uncertain climate. Small or localised effects of climatic uncertainty drew farmers and herders into mutually beneficial social networks. But large-scale or pronounced oscillations in the timing and intensity of rainfall could create enormous asymmetries of economic advantage in those ties. It seems likely that these material realities underlay, in part, the growth of these occupational-cum-ethnic groups.29

The gendered meanings ‘male dependant, client or servant’ (all of which were clearly very common in the nineteenth century) are the most widespread meanings for #muzana. They show a clear block distribution across the entire territory, from Unyamwezi to Bunyole, in which the term existed until the colonial period. This uniformity suggests strongly that these meanings emerged no earlier than 1200, by which time new dialect clusters had begun to form in North Nyamanz and Rutarana speech communities, signalling the beginning of their breaking up. These meanings may have been first used much more recently than that, however, given that they did not displace the older meaning ‘farmer’. This vast period since 1200 includes the development of centralised political power in the core of this territory, and it seems likely that the intensification of social hierarchy that accompanied and constituted such centralisation drew on these forms of subordinated masculinity.30

The root #zaama consistently refers to a female servant or slave and thus appears to have been gendered from the beginning of its existence. Unlike the meaning ‘farmer’ for #muzana, more widespread relict distribution of additional meaning cannot be expressed by #muzana. Everywhere the term is in evidence, it is best glossed by the English meanings ‘female servant, female slave’. Its block distribution and uniformly gendered meanings suggest strongly that the term was probably developed no earlier than the sixteenth century. That was when the breakup of Rutara, which was the centre of this word's distribution, was complete. Thus, #muzana may have emerged in the same period that #muzana took on meanings of dependence, clientship or servitude and marked a gendered contrast to it. And this was the period in which the leaders of politically centralised states such as Bunyoro and the ranked nodes of authority visible in the archaeological and oral historical records for places like Mubende, Mumwa, Nsu, Kibengo and Kisengwe may have begun the practice of exchanging persons, especially females, who lacked social standing.31

The etymology of this term is unclear. People may have derived it from a verb #kuzaama meaning ‘to come with’, an associative form of #kuzaa ‘to come’.32 But the outcomes of the substantive form are irregular in many of the Rutarana languages, in Rwenzori and in Rwanda. This suggests that the word was invented in one or more places and spread rapidly from there, as gifts and persons moved around.33 Though the absence of a clear etymology makes it difficult to date the invention and dispersal of this term, the meanings it has carried over the last century tell us that the #muzana was someone who entered a community as the extension of another person, either the giver, the captor or a master of some sort. A #muzana's identity was a function of her captor's or her master's. It could therefore have worked as part of an ideological claim that foregrounded a newcomer, outsider, even refugee standing for female slaves at the same time that it highlighted the composite strength of a high-status person's standing.

Another name for slave – common in nineteenth-century accounts from the region – was also generic but was not gendered. The etymology of this term, *maja [Appendix no. 11], is also exceedingly difficult to sort out. The term may have been an innovation from a verb that no longer exists, but looked like *dia. It may simply be a stand-alone substantive innovation, not tied to any verbal form. In any case, *maja is very broadly distributed in Western Lakes languages. The *maja was a ‘dependant, servant, slave, or refugee’ and was also familiar to people who spoke Bemba, Luba and Ilu in Central Africa, and the Sabaki languages of the Indian Ocean coastal region. At first glance, this vast distribution might suggest a great antiquity for this form of slavery. But at the coast, in Proto Sabaki, the noun meant ‘newcomer or refugee’ and its gendered form, *mujakazi, meant ‘female slave’. Only meanings connected explicitly to slavery, including the exclusively female form referred to by *mujakazi, turn up in Forest and West Highlands languages. And the distribution is a block, connecting the interior speech communities with the coast. These facts strongly suggest a history where these terms spread to inland speech communities from the Sabaki-speaking communities living in the coastal lands between the Sabaki and Rufiji rivers. The regular sound correspondences between attestations of this word in each of the speech communities in the interior is best accounted for by arguing that the term was in use before those intermediate language groups began to break up. Given that these roots have been reconstructed for the Proto Sabaki lexicon, they could have moved repeatedly into the interior any time over the last fourteen centuries or so since Proto-Sabaki was spoken. The *maja and specifically the *mujakazi may well have been the earliest sorts of ‘newcomers’ (in Sabaki-speaking societies) or ‘refugees’ (in the interior) to enter the coastwise trade and Sabaki-speaking society as female dependants, perhaps well before the famous caravan phase was under way in the early nineteenth century.

The notion of the newcomer is the most widespread one that Lakes people used to name a slave. Firstcomers claimed that a newcomer was a social infant, without the rights and responsibilities of an adult insider. But the idea that newcomers could expect lower social standing than others in a community is a long-standing commonplace in ideologies of hierarchy between the Great Lakes and at the Indian Ocean coast. It did
not first come into existence around the experiences of slavery; the reverse is more likely to have been true. Political hierarchies that relied on an ideology of firstcomer standing rested on notions of the newcomer for their force. When people argued that slaves were newcomers – an argument suggested by the range of meanings carried by terms such as *ngya, *mweiru,* and *nzaaka – they put established principles of acceptable status and authority to work in marginalising slaves. They also drew on forms of social control beyond the taxonomies of hierarchy in order to define a slave. The distinctive power and sting of such marginalisation revolved around notions of honour and of the force of scornful speech.

Scorn and Honour: New Names for Slaves from the 1700s to 1950s

The ubiquitous metaphor of the slave-as-newcomer (or ‘refugee’) between the Great Lakes was supplemented by a metaphor that connected slaves with scorn and disdain. In the Lakes region, many different nouns that signified ‘slave’ in the nineteenth century were derived from verbs that meant ‘to scorn, disdain or backbite’ (Appendix nos. 2 and 5). One of these terms, *ngya* worked virtually as an ethnic slur in southeast Lake Victoria. Kerewe-speakers claim that Jita- and Kwaya-speaking raiders hurled this term at Luo-speakers who were most often the objects of their raids. This metaphorical extension from ‘a scorned person’ to ‘a slave’ to a generically enslavable people played on the social reality between the Great Lakes that a person’s capacity to act with social consequence flowed in no small part from their capacity to speak with force, authority and respect in whatever settings were appropriate to their standing. Powerful speech was authoritative speech if its audience conferred legitimacy on the speech through approbation or respectful assent. It was also powerful if a speaker could marshal the necessary persons to support and defend him/her should s/he be attacked by another powerful speaker. By using this metaphor, people argued that the scornable slave could not do this because her outsider status meant she had no social network that could counter her enemy’s scorn; she was too vulnerable to such talk. She might even have been ‘seen’ by others as the embodiment of scorn itself. In this way Great Lakes Bantu-speaking societies could ‘add’ a newcomer to their community while simultaneously restraining that person from becoming an insider. It is not yet possible to argue this with the conviction of an exhaustive comparative search in regional oral and ethnographic sources, but these metaphorical extensions occurred in discrete parts of the region and flowed from different verbal forms. The distribution of the ‘slave-as-newcomer’ metaphor – expressed in the terms *nzaaka*, *ngya* and *mujaka* – takes the shape of a continuous, discrete block. The notion that slaves could be scorned and backbitten was far more widespread and could be expressed using any of several terms for varying aspects of this condition. A slave between the Great Lakes was fixed as an outsider, with no family or friends to speak of upon arrival in a new community.
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Katia, which means ‘to fear’. Different derivational processes suggest that different speech communities connected fear and honour at separate times, in separate historical circumstances, and by drawing on different phenomenological claims. 

Following Orlando Patterson’s work on slavery and social death, the historian John Liffle has argued that masters in Africa ‘did commonly deny honour to their slaves’. For Great Lakes Bantu-speakers, the subjectivity of the fear that produced and constituted the recognition of honour differed from other, embodied and potentially mortal fears. They used different terms to name the latter sort of fears, terms not connected to questions of honour and respect. For example, very early in the twentieth century, the sort of fear that drove the body to tremble were called ensisi, in Luganda, whereas the sort of fear that underpinned honour was called endisa, in Luganda. Luganda-speakers made that noun from the verb okitissa, a causative of the verb kitya, a transitive form meaning ‘to fear, hold in reverence’. Some centuries earlier, before North Nyanza had broken up into its constituent daughter languages, Ganda- and Soga-speakers drew on the transitivity of the verb kitya, added a passive suffix (-bu) and derived the noun esitiheka [Appendix nos. 16.1 and 16.2] which carries many closely related meanings in English concerning honour: prestige, pomp, majesty, authority, dignity, respect and so on. With a poetic efficiency, this derivation described fear and honour as two sides of a coin. But the passive formulation makes clear that fear was a principal manifestation of honour. It also reveals that, whereas fear was an action, at least as early as the later nineteenth century, honour was thing-like, an attribute of action, an aspiration which had to have a concrete form as well as a subjective home. And, once acquired, honour had the capacity to transform its possessor into a special sort of person, the ekitiheka, whose name belonged in an entirely different class of nouns.

Though a full exploration lies beyond the scope of this essay, connections between honour and the fear that generated it and that drove people to seek it, clearly shaped and constituted gendered aspirations for manhood and womanhood, in important social ways, around notions of and strategies for gaining honour. West Highlands-speakers named the practice of seclusion for young wives with the same verb (‘-bwe) that they used to describe the fear and honour of the respected person (‘-thwea). Though it might seem paradoxical, the absence of the secluded woman from public life was a clear statement about the standing of her marriage, the capacity for her sisters and other members of her natal lineage to support her, not to mention a time of relaxation and pleasure for her. These forms of seeking and keeping honour took shape vertically, across and in relation to different stations in a regional social hierarchy, from the small-scale hierarchy of the homestead to the larger public space of a royal court or ritual. And people shaped them horizontally, within particular social groups such as young men and women, wives, hunters, etc. Forms of honour were highly motivating and multivalent framing factors for social action, including the social action of owners toward slaves and of slaves toward owners and each other. 

If the subjective desire for honour required public recognition in order to be transformed into a social force, then it seems likely that scorn – as the public refusal of a person’s honour – was an important part of an owner’s or a community’s effort to create and maintain social hierarchy in gendered ways. The logics of competition and aspiration for honour among the elite relied on productive and reproductive labour to underwrite them – the symbolic capital embodied by a chief’s following also took the form of gifts and tribute, including women – but the poetics of the semantic histories of some of the terms – such as the *muja and the *muzaana – that Great Lakes Bantu-speakers used to talk about the social hierarchies they formed foreground sources of honour other than productive labour. It seems quite likely that the logic of scorn lay at the heart of denials of honour, at least to the extent that masters and others successfully used scorn to publicly refuse a slave’s own sense of her honour. It seems equally likely that owners could use this equation with meaner results as state-sponsored violence grew in the eighteenth century, and as the volume and velocity of the coastal trade increased in the nineteenth century. Both of these trajectories led to larger groups of slaves living further from their original homes than had been the case previously, when territorial alienation was probably rare or of limited scope. None of this, however, speaks to a slave’s own sense of refusing such conditions of her standing and, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, it is preferable to assume that the well-documented techniques of slave resistance – in other historical settings were in play between the Great Lakes during these centuries of intensified violence. At this point, however, these speculations await careful work in the rich oral traditions from the region’s monarchies.

A slave’s honour must be reckoned as something different from the honour of a client if only because her negotiating leverage did not normally include changing masters, whereas clients famously – and according to their own calculus – could seek other patrons. However, the central ‘paradox of slavery’, in which an owner exerted dominance – and a slave might accept that dominance only in exchange for respecting particular concessions to her created openings a slave might exploit in improving her circumstances according to her own, albeit severely limited, calculus. Historians of this dimension of slavery tell us that the particular form these concessions took resulted from struggles between owners and slaves, especially struggles over labour and property.

Work, War and Exchange: Genealogies for the Worlding of Slavery and Enslavement in the Nineteenth Century Between the Great Lakes, before the 1870s, only a few of the labels analysed in this essay were derived from the forms of work their bearers carried out. Their distributions suggest strongly that work-related
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terminology for marking people’s status emerged largely in the wake of the growth of waged labour, early in the twentieth century. The exception to this claim must surely be the forms of indentured labour associated with livestock-keeping, most clearly conveyed through the history of the label -tsimbo which meant in Proto West Nyanza ‘someone who looks after someone else’s cattle’, conveying a general sense of being a dependent male (Appendix nos. 15.1 and 15.2). The term is widely distributed from the Great Lakes region to the Swahili coast, but across this broad region it was used to name very different features of work and lower social standing. In the Lakes region, the meanings ‘herder’ or ‘hired shepherd’ were derived from a far more widespread verb -tsimbo ‘to look after, care for’, a meaning that also supported semantic extensions to include ‘youth; groom’ in Kaskazi languages. These meaning chains refer elegantly to the overlapping realities for young men of the salience of elders’ control over resources that could drive the young men into service in pursuit of the material wealth they might need in order to marry or to escape from bad economic circumstances. In North Rutara societies, a -mpesimbo was someone who might be at one and the same time a ‘herder’, a ‘slave’ or a ‘bondservant’. In West Highlands societies, the term could refer to a ‘client’, a ‘slave’, or a ‘servant’. In the absence of corroborating evidence from comparative oral traditions, the narrow distribution of this particular polysemy makes dating its creation impossible, but it was clearly in play across the twentieth century.

When James Augustus Grant described the sort of person reckoned most valuable as a slave in Unyanyembe in 1861, his observations constituted a short-hand for the stereotypes of slavery in Africa that fired the moral imaginations of missionaries and colonialists. It also captured something of the intensified associations between labour and slavery and an implicit equation of female reproductive power with slavery.

Slaves from the northern kingdoms of Uganda, &c., were considered the most valuable, just in the same way as many persons consider a country girl the best servant. They were held to be more trustworthy than men from the coast, made excellent servants, and were famous at killing or capturing wild animals. The most esteemed women were of the Washumali tribe from Karagwe; they resembled the Abyssinians. Grant’s characterisations of skill and phenotype emphasised gendered divisions of labour, referred obliquely to racialised categories, and suggested the importance of sexuality to the consumption of slaves south of Lake Victoria.

In another passage, Grant also described a slave hierarchy in Buzinza, with a gang of male slaves in iron working as rice gleaners – thrashing the grain heads with their feet and tocs and winnowing the thrashed grain by throwing it up into the wind – while women used small hand knives to reap the ripe heads of rice in Buzinza. Yet a little further on in his account, Grant opined that ‘the slaves of the Wezwees’ [Banyamwezi]

enjoyed a status very different from slaves at Zanzibar being ‘very well dressed, and treated with great kindness, never doing but what they choose’. Though Grant lumped all slaves together under that seemingly straightforward rubric, it is clear enough that the ‘very well dressed’ persons who could do what they wanted belonged to a social standing in which privation and constraint were not defining features.

The semantic distance between military captive and slave was not often bridged in Great Lakes Bantu languages; they were rarely synonyms. Though plundering property, including people, is a practice with deep roots in this region and beyond, it is important to notice that virtually none of the large nineteenth-century lexicon for forms of slavery was derived from verbs which described plunder and pillage. In the few instances where this particular semantic extension from ‘captive’ to ‘slave’ did occur (Appendix nos. 1, 14.2, 14.4, 14.6), we find echoes of the claim that ‘acts of disruption and bodily alienation … are at the beginning of every slave’s story’. Even though captivity, among all the other circumstances that produced enslavement, clearly became prominent in the Lakes region only in the eighteenth century, it is still surprising that such alienation was suppressed by the general refusal to name slaves with nouns derived from verbs for acts of capture, raiding, or pillage and plunder.

Labellers used metonymy to locate slavery alongside familiar forms of social life. In the later 1950s, the word -mpushukwa (Nkore and Kiga) or -mpishuka (Hunde) meant ‘servant, bondsman or slave’. The phonological structure of these two words corresponds regularly. Hunde-speakers pronounce the consonant /p/ as a voiced labial fricative /pf/ when it is surrounded by the vowel /u/. Nkore and Kiga-speakers pronounce /p/ as an /f/ in the same vowel environment. Given these regularities, it is unlikely that the word and its meanings were transferred between these three languages. Yet, the distribution has a block shape that overruns the boundaries of established subgroups of Great Lakes Bantu. According to lexicostatistical analyses and a set of shared innovations, Hunde belongs in the Forest group, while Nkore and Kiga belong in the Rutara group. So the phonological and distributional evidence combine to suggest that the term was invented separately in Hunde and in Nkore and Kiga. These linguistic neighbours experienced similar circumstances and drew on similar parts of speech in reacting to and interpreting those circumstances. The source for this noun appears to have been a verb, -mpushuka ‘to get thinner, lose weight; to fail’. The poetics of naming a slave or a servant by using a verb for physical privation took place between the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries, when the three languages had clearly diverged. The very chain of meanings that the word had accumulated by the twentieth century included unwaged work and seemed to fold slavehood into servitude.

The semantics of labelling slave statuses, service relationships and social hierarchy in Great Lakes Bantu languages can be seen in the light of Kopytoff and Miers’ sense of institutionalised marginality in African
slaveries. In the Lakes region, many people created and sustained a distinction between slaves produced by warfare and those who slipped from clientship to pawnship into slavehood, a continuity echoed by the meanings attached to the word "mabuku"/"matwika. Military captives had far fewer options" to mitigate their vulnerability compared with slaves who had been pawns or even former clients who could at least hope to draw various members of their lineage or clan or their former village or workgroup, and so on, into the work of redeeming them. In the course of the nineteenth century, as the circuits in which slaves might move came more often to include disappearance to the coast, a new sense of urgency must have entered such negotiations. One side of the distinction between captive and pawn appears in the common practice of stretching the semantic field around some old and widespread terms for domestic or noble servitude (Appendix 4.1, 4.2, 4.3) — which often, though not exclusively, were recruited into forms of pawnship — to include notions of unwaged domestic work in the twentieth century.

This essay has taken seriously the scholarly commonplace of locating in the nineteenth century the beginnings of the commodification of social relationships as a feature of the intensification of coastwise trade. And terms related to purchasing slaves lend strong support to the timing of this transition, even if they also support a claim for considerable variation in its local and regional lexical forms and, hence, historical experiences. Ganda, Masaa, Hangha, North Rutara and West Highlands-speakers each separately derived a word naming a slave gotten by purchase or exchange from a verb #-gila which means ‘to buy’ (Appendix nos. 6.1, 6.2, 6.3). The derivation tells us nothing about what sorts of people — captives, pawns, criminals, ‘witches’ and so on — might have become purchased people or moved through purchase.

Regional and local differences in the derivational processes people used to create these labels reveal some of the contexts that shaped these innovations. West Highlands-speakers added an associative suffix and thereby underscored the importance of exchange at the heart of the purchase (Appendix no. 6.1). When they invented their noun for a purchased slave (Appendix no. 6.2), North Rutara-speakers added a passive infix in order to mark a purchased slave’s lack of agency. Ganda-speakers used phrases, and a simple agitative noun, that emphasised the act of buying and the agency of the buyer (Appendix no. 6.3). Hangha-speakers simply added the appropriate noun class marker to the stem, without the agitative. Masaa-speakers used the passive infix, like Nyoro, Nkore and Kiga-speakers. For all this diversity in perception and in deriving these names, they all share the notion that some sort of involuntary transfer created the enslaved person. This most commonly referred to the act of purchasing an enslaved person, but was not restricted to this meaning. That fact suggests that the invention of words for ‘purchased slave’ drew on older patterns of exchanging people, even if the context for that innovation was the violently commodifying world of the nineteenth century in which commercial exchange involved less permanent connections between buyers and sellers.

Language evidence suggests that roots for these transitions run deeper than the nineteenth century. The most interesting example comes from thinking about the historical semantics of the verb #-gila, ‘to buy’. In one of the few large-scale studies of innovations in Savannah Bantu, Christopher Ehret argues that this root is an inherited feature in Great Lakes — having undergone a semantic shift during the earlier East Savannah era. The innovation lay in East Savannah-speaking people having begun to use the verb to mean ‘to buy’ instead of ‘to sell’, its purportedly older meaning for Proto Bantu-speakers. The strength of Ehret’s claim rests entirely on distributional evidence: the new meaning attached to #-gila occurs in select, non-contiguous branches of Eastern Savannah Bantu, while the older meaning occurs in select, non-contiguous branches of Forest Bantu. Assuming Ehret is correct, what contexts might explain this semantic shift, an apparent reversal of perspective from donor to recipient?

The practice of using one verbal form to refer to ‘buying’ and another to refer to ‘selling’ emerged in social settings where new financial arrangements perhaps based on currency forms — and impersonal forms of exchange (even if carried out in markets) split up what had earlier been a single conceptual field of ‘exchange’. This semantic shifting developed and spread in the contexts of newly commodified trade relations, where ‘buying’ and ‘selling’ were undertaken by respectively specialised producers and consumers and could mark the standing of debtor and creditor. This could be connected with the growth of complex networks of trade in rare goods, like kaolin or iron, or with trade in exotic goods, like glass beads, cloth and foreign metalwork, or with trade and exchange in foodstuffs, persons and firearms. Abundant evidence exists for these specialisations by the eighteenth century, at the very latest, and we suspect them to be much older. In each case, the argument that inventing a word for ‘selling’ also meant inventing a word for ‘buying’ implies that both came into existence from a single, unified concept involving things and social relationships, a conceptualisation that might be rather poetically glossed as ‘to connect socially through the movement of things’. Though difficult to date from language evidence alone, the semantic shift does make sense in the light of any of the well-known periods in the history of commodification in Africa. Consider this somewhat tortured suggestion in the light of Christopher Ehret’s argument concerning the semantic history of Eastern Savannah’s #-gila, ‘to buy’. The larger claim for the antiquity of commodified people, people who were ‘bought and sold’, is supported by the semantic history of another root, #-sambha or #-samba ‘slave’. This term might just be a deverbal form of the verb, #-sambha, ‘to buy’ (Appendix no. 13.2), replaced in Eastern Savannah times by #-gila. Transfers of persons — outside of pawning and marriage — between households or institutional settings such as shrines may well be extremely ancient; certainly they are at least as old.
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as the sorts of violence and ill-health that could produce exchangeable, socially dislocated, persons.

The linguistic evidence discussed so far could be read as confirming the observation, made by the historian John Iliffe, that 'the assimilative capacity of tropical African societies created a hierarchy among slaves'. But they were actually plural hierarchies, depending on the period and region under consideration. And relations between the levels also differed according to the same contextual factors, even while some aspects of slave hierarchies appear to be quite ancient. Eighteenth-century militarisms increased the volume of displaced persons, even if the distance they had travelled seemed comparatively small in relation to the growth of coastwise trade in the nineteenth century. In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, statuses such as page and court slave included both pawned persons and 'placed' persons with noble standing or noble pretensions. Dynamic oral traditions and other historical tales take for granted such social distinctions - they recognize some court followers as menials and others as clients on a continuum - and do not confuse such persons with captives and criminals whose fate a royal court may decide.

Gender and hierarchies mutually constituted each other, as well. One of the most important ways in which this worked revolved around the forms of honour and respect which slaves at different levels of a hierarchy could hope to accumulate and use to improve the concessions they could win from superiors. For female dependants and slaves, this was most often - and over the longer term - tied to their reproductive powers. The core meaning of the muzana as an auxiliary, infantilised person captures the ambiguous nature of this power. It reminds us of the fuzzy, changing relationships between hegemonic notions - fantasies, really, shaped in key ways by gender, generation, and status - of social hierarchy and the everyday realities of social life in a hierarchical world.

Conclusions and Future Research

The linguistic evidence reviewed here confirms the commonplaces of enslavement. Over the last millennium, between the Great Lakes, people became slaves by capture, by purchase and by debt-pawning. By itself, language evidence is a dangerous foundation for offering calendar dates, but the evidence presented here can be read inside already well-established chronologies for regional social history to suggest that violent capture and pillage have long histories, reaching well into the first millennium CE. It is quite likely that pawning has been around just as long, but it seems clearly to have grown in prominence in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, with the rise of politically centralised states with territorial ambitions, and increasing levels of pressure and insecurity in highly specialised food systems. One of the more important responsibilities of leaders in these states lay in providing refuge at court to struggling followers and their families. Transfers of persons through markets seem a more recent development, probably no older than the eighteenth century, but gaining in velocity and volume throughout the nineteenth century.

Different labels for slaves often referred to the different realities they faced, as historians have determined for the Mwima coast, Unguja and Buganda in the second half of the nineteenth century. Some of those who were initially labelled in the fashions just discussed, could find themselves living later in life under a different designation altogether. The connections between newcomers and persons lacking the social capital to sustain responses to scornful and backbiting talk are clear enough. They describe a slave's extremely vulnerable condition, having been removed from her or his community and made a stranger elsewhere. But the connection underscores the reality of a common conceptual framework - the framework of social hierarchy - inside which different sorts of people could strategically work their way up the ladder from enslaved newcomer or refugee to affiliated insider.

People could achieve this social integration if they could initiate and sever patron-client relationships according to their own calculus, within the precepts of the system. The latitude to give service, support or children to one another formed a fundamental of social life between the Great Lakes. Persons who entered a community as an outsider, as a slave, had the least capacity to prosecute such ties. Yet, as Jonathan Glassman has shown us for central coastal towns such as Bagamojo, Pangangi, and Sadani, such slaves could use the patriarchal and paternalist logics of mutual obligation to create roles for themselves as patrons of others still more recently arrived. Women possessed skills and capacities which put them at an advantage over men in negotiating modes of obligated social ties. The loss of mobility in the social system - a mobility most often realised through their successful movement through socially sanctioned phases in a life course - faced by women who had been stolen in raids and removed from their affinal and sanguineous networks of support limited their capacity to move through generational phases in a socially recognised fashion. The chance to use brideprice, motherhood and formal marriage arrangements to create a new place, a relational standing for themselves - just as has been documented so compellingly for southern Tanzania by Marcia Wright - was their most effective tool to combat the marginalisation and indignity of recent transfer.

The labels discussed in this essay are remarkable for another reason. Many of them have unique to different parts of the Great Lakes region rather than constituting local extensions of much farther-flung networks of notions of slaving. More than any other argument presented here, this distinctive quality of the language evidence points to regional social historical forces as central to shaping the development of slavehounds and slavery between the Great Lakes. However, other forms of semantic extension point to the antiquity of the practice of capture and raiding or the antiquity of discourses of the socially marginal person as a newcomer.
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These data for the early history of slavery and enslavement between the Great Lakes only touch the surface of these issues. Their treatment in this essay might give the misleading impression that a historian can use the well-known features of nineteenth-century slavery as transhistorical criteria for isolating earlier forms. Nothing could be further from the truth, and this is why future studies must develop further the interests of states, the various forms and scales of violence, and numerous aspects of vulnerability and dependence. These contextual factors shaped the experience of slavery in earlier centuries very differently from the way commodification did in the nineteenth century. Just considering state interests will require a full accounting of the nature and significance of building archly patriarchal ideologies designed to control male access to fertile women, extending the monarch’s claims to have absolute control over the power to take life, and providing nobles and military personnel (sometimes the same persons) with new sources of ‘followers’. As the late historian Gerald Hartwig argued more than 25 years ago for Bukerebe, slavery came along ‘when a centralised system of government was introduced and a stratified society developed’. But we know now that social stratification had been configured and reconfigured many times over before anything resembling political centralisation appeared in the Great Lakes region. In that sense, the roots of inequality and dependence run deep in the region. Yet the genealogies of slavery, inequality and dependence are highly diverse there. Exploring their particular forms and interrelations in the region’s larger states – by re-reading dynastic and other oral traditions – should reveal much of interest.

Paul Lovejoy, a leading historian of slavery in Africa and of commerce in slaves in and out of Africa, has argued famously that slavery in Africa was transformed in a complex dynamic by overseas demand during the centuries of the transatlantic slave trade. For Lovejoy, this transformation involved slavery becoming central to production in particular African societies, especially as enslavement became integrated into a slave system and markets for slaves shaped local situations in discernible and powerful ways. Histories of slavery in the Great Lakes region cannot easily be fitted into Paul Lovejoy’s transformation thesis. For one thing, dependency and hierarchy and militarism – which together were key elements of the engines of the transformation – are each and together older than the market and the cultural forces driving coastwise demand for slaves, a mode of demand to which he attributes new and harsher forms of enslavement. On the other hand, the importance of militarism to eighteenth-century state-building between the Great Lakes seems likely to have increased internal dislocations of dependent persons but not as a function of markets. Markets for slaves grew, and supplies and demand increased in volume and velocity in the nineteenth century, when something like Lovejoy’s transformation thesis can be seen in parts of East Africa, including Buganda.

Another leading scholar of slavery in Africa, John Thornton, has characterised it as widespread in the continent after 1660. But disen-
In the centuries before 1600, Great Lakes Bantu-speakers, like others around the globe, had no way to speak of ‘freedom’ as a condition of an atomised personal independence. The ideal – if not the idea – of individually embodied independence was untenable in a political economy of reciprocity, obligation, hierarchy, assumed inequalities, separate spheres of gendered activity and theories of composite corporeal power. As an ideal to be aspired to by state and society, this notion would have seemed absurd to people living between the Great Lakes before the seventeenth century. However, with the birth of organised state-sponsored violence in which large numbers of captives were moved fairly long distances from their networks of support and aspiration, ‘freedom’ might well have come to mean the absence of such depredations. By the nineteenth century, captives, criminals, ‘sorcerers’ and outcasts of every stripe had to consider that their fate might take them even farther away from ‘home’ – to ‘the coast’, for example. This new reality, together with the increasingly frequent and non-centralised raiding, might have intensified the notions of ‘freedom’ as the absence of removal.

Even if a social hierarchy that required clear if debatable lines between insiders and outsiders has been developing for more than a millennium between the Lakes, it is not at all clear that it is helpful to use the term ‘slave’ to refer to those at the bottom of that hierarchy at any given point in time before the seventeenth century. In the centuries before states, agrarian societies did not possess mechanisms to enforce the creation of class relations over the long term. However, as the territorial boundaries between increasingly aggressive states took firmer shape, beginning in the seventeenth century and clearly in place in the eighteenth century, something like Claude Meillassoux’s ‘womb of iron’ may have begun to grow as violence dislodged persons whose labour was central to continuing warfare. In the second half of the eighteenth century, and throughout the course of the nineteenth century, Meillassoux’s ‘womb of gold’ swelled and the exchange of commodified persons drove a calculus of individual male and royal female accumulation as a central feature of wealth that underwrote state aggrandisement.

The language evidence discussed in this essay suggests that the intellectual tool kit of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Great Lakes Africans could not have confused notions of the individual as a free person embodying elements of stand-alone choice and will with notions of social justice and/or capacities to achieve satisfaction, health and peace. Indeed, people argued most passionately about who could occupy (or invent) which stations in a complex network of hierarchical positions tied together by obligations designed to provide flows of mutual aid and material support. And they argued about the moral conditions that ensured that those obligations would remain reciprocal, a set of moral conditions whose roots ran equally to intellectual habits and to material circumstance. They argued about these issues, in part, by appealing to other notions of cultural superiority and inferiority which had largely local and subregional scope. In the mid-nineteenth century, well before Europeans ‘arrived’ in the region, Ganda and Nyoro, Rwanda and Shi opinions of their own and of each other’s cultural power exemplified one form of this. Hima and Iru or Tutsi and Hutu attitudes toward each other’s cultural, material and political power exemplified another. All of them in common appealed to glorious past conquests, to notions of common descent and the exclusions made possible by that metaphor, and to steadfast rankings of these inalterable – because past – ‘facts’ and allegedly inherent ‘traits’. Other oppositional binaries could be added. Participation and exclusion, articulation and silence, as couples, formed key intellectual and substantive contexts for these arguments.

Their richness notwithstanding, these data cannot tell us how vulnerable people understood and talked about their own lives. We have no access to slave discourse through reconstructed lexical material. We can only glimpse some of the effects of this discourse on the development of the lexia by considering carefully the concreteness and explicit judgments contained in semantic histories. Metaphor, metonymy and synonymy are not value-free tools; they reflect choices, and choices express the interests of the chooser. In order to suggest what interests might say about who did the choosing, we can draw on what we already know about historical shifts and continuities in the social logic of obligation and hierarchy between the Great Lakes to the eighteenth century. In this way, we can infer the nature of the interests that motivated different acts of metaphorical extension, metonymic joining and the maintenance of a rich environment of synonymy during different periods in the past. And we can suggest who might have offered those ‘moves’ and why they might have been accepted by the speaking and audible public and taken into speech so that they remained alive to turn up in the accounts – oral and written and mixtures of the two – generated in the nineteenth century, or to appear in the twentieth- and twenty-first-century work of the philologists and linguists of the region’s tongues.

A Brief Note on Historical Linguistic Method

Historical linguistic work in the relevant Bantu languages in the Great Lakes region and in coastal Eastern Africa is highly advanced. It involves the comparative study of words and meanings in historically related sub-groups of contemporary Bantu languages. By discovering words with similar meanings and regularly corresponding sounds, scholars can reconstruct their earlier forms. The reconstructed vocabulary discussed in this essay and presented in the following Appendix, is inferred from the regularity in sound correspondence and in patterns of semantic range observed in a set of contemporary Bantu languages. It constitutes part of a 'proto' language ancestral to the contemporary languages. It reflects the historical persistence of a community of speakers using those
words and meanings. As people invented new terms or added new meanings to existing terms, increased linguistic difference is recognisable in distinctive sets of reconstructed words and meanings shared by different groups of contemporary languages. The denser the webs of reconstructed vocabulary and of contrasting meanings carried by different words in each proto language, the more such contrasts reveal about the normative values used by East Africans to make moral, phenomenological and political distinctions at different times in the past.¹⁰⁸

Appendix: Reconstructed Vocabulary¹⁰⁸

1. ²-biha 1/2, 9 ‘captive, prisoner’; ³-biha 1/2, 14 ‘prisoner, captivity’; ⁶-biwa 1/2 ‘prisoner, enslaved person’.

Nyoro, Nkore, Kiga, Haya, Ziba, Rwanda, Rundi, Ha; Nande, Kuria, Masasa, Hangi; Rundi, Nyoro, Nkore, Kiga, Nande.

Derived from the Proto Eastern Savannah verb ³-biwa ‘to tie up, bind up’. The variety of forms suggests separate innovations, in the last five centuries, after the Proto Rutaran- and Proto West Highlands- and Proto Central Luhya-speech communities had broken up.

2. ²-uma 9, 1/2; ³-uma 1/2 ‘slave, chattel slave; royal employee’.

Ganda, Kerewe.

Derived from Proto Eastern Savannah ³-biwa ‘talk bad about, scorn, curse’. Gwere attest ³-biwa ‘item of tribute’. The association of a bad talk and social inferiority seems to date at least from Proto West Nyansa, but is probably much older. The specific meaning in Ganda could have emerged any time after the sixteenth century, by which time Proto North Nyansa had fully broken up.

4.1. ²-garagi 1/2 ‘male servant, client (someone who has received gifts)’.

Shi, Haavu, Goyi; Rwanda, Rundi; Kiga.

One of three related forms with areal distributions. This one has Lake Kivu at its epicentre and its spread – likely from multiple centres – reflects the increasingly dense networks of obligation that accompanied the growth of royal power in Rwanda and Bushi during the eighteenth century. It probably derived from ³-gala ‘to come back, go back’ by recoupation.

4.2. ⁶-gálígíva 1/4 and 14 ‘royal’s servant; service to a king’.

Kiga, Nyoro, Nkore, Haya.

During German colonial rule, the Haya noun named an uncivilised, poorly educated person. This may point to the uncertain circumstances that sometimes produced royal pages or pawns. A passive prefix suggests a separate innovation in this zone, perhaps conserving the importance of the absence of agency at the moment a person entered this social condition. A North Rutaran innovation, from between the sixteenth century (when glottochronology suggests this subgroup had begun to break up) and the very recent past.

4.3. ²-galága 1/2 ‘young male courtier, sometimes with specific responsibilities’.

Ganda; Kooki, Nyoro; Koonzo.

In the 1980s, the Koonzo noun named someone who worked as a domestic for no wages, a condition considered slave-like. This shows how notions of service changed from the nineteenth to the twentieth centuries, as commodification and the firming of networks of obligation created a deeper relief around the figure of the dependent individual. In the absence of detailed language evidence from Lugwero and Lusoga, it is dangerous to say much about the time depth of this innovation. It has been most carefully described in Ganda settings, descriptions that dominate any sense of the range of meanings the term could name. At the very least, its distribution further underscores the close relationship between Ganda and Nyoro royalty.

5. ²-ga 1/2 ‘servile, enslavable people’.

Jita, Kwaya; Kerewe.

According to Kerewe-speakers, this is a slur hurled at Luo people who suffered raids for slaves in the later nineteenth century led by Suguti-speaking peoples. It is derived from a Proto Bantu verb ³-ga ‘despise’, retained in Great Lakes Bantu.

6.1. ³-garíwa, ³-garíwe 1/2 ‘purchase slave; an endangerer, slaver’.

Rwanda, Rundi.

As with the next two entries, this term was derived from ³-ga ‘to buy’. The extremely narrow distribution points to the later nineteenth century, when Rundi and Rwandan monarchies were distinct. Its apparent absence in the Ha dialects should be checked. If this holds up, this term and its relatives, below, strongly point to the novelty of the coastwise exchange of slaves.

6.2. ³-garíwa 1/2 ‘bondman, slave; bought person’.

Nyoro, Nkore, Kiga, Masasa.

Only the Masasa attestation specify a purchase slave. North Rutarans made this term work as a generic.

6.3. ³-ga, ³-gá 1/2 ‘purchase slave’

Ganda; Hanga; Gusi[.]
In the 1930s, this had become a generic term for ‘slave’ in Hanga. Both Gusii and Ganda specify the meaning ‘purchase slave’. This distribution is quite strange. At first glance it might suggest a considerable antiquity for the term, especially since the Gusii attestation displays the vowel-lowering characteristic of North Masa languages. But since this is still active in Kuria, it cannot be used as a diagnostic sound change. Instead, the distribution might reflect a series of innovations for purchase slaves that emerged along the Mara slaving route./zone.

7. *-wanambi, *-kembé 1/2 ‘captor, prisoner of war, captive’; *-ambuzi 1/2 ‘captor’.

Ganda; Northern and Southern Gusii; Hangi; Nyoro, Nkore.

An agentive noun derived from the Proto Eastern Savannah verb #-pimba ‘tie down, immobilise’ which supported a widespread and naturalistic semantic extension to acts of seizure and plunder. The equation of captivity with plunder and internal displacements of people is clear. The suffix suggests separate innovations of these nouns, perhaps in the context of Gandan and Luhya military traditions, increasingly prominent in the eighteenth century. The tonal differences between North Nyamwezi and North Luhya seem regular.

8. *-ambuzi 1/2 ‘robber, destroyer, brigand, pillager’, *-amburu 7/8 ‘authorisation to pillage’.

Rwanda, Rundi.

This agentive noun was derived from the verb (in Rundi and Rwanda [with a long V{1}]) kwamburu ‘to undress; to take by force,’ which is the reflexive form of the verb <-ambara ‘to dress’. The derivation shows clearly that robbing and pillaging involved some fundamental violations of the public, dressed body; at least in the central West Highlands area, Shi has somuambabbi 1/2 ‘subject, servant’, very likely from KIngwana: nswambu ‘from far away’. If this was a cognate form, we should expect somuambuzi.

9. -huka, *-piksa 1/2 ‘slave, servant, bondsman’.

Nkore, Kiga; Hunde.

The term omousugamakwa also appears in Hunde. It carries the following, literal meaning: mana-nyu-gamakwa, ‘one who has been taken over by crushing circumstances’. The Hunde attestation corresponds regularly, by spirantisation. This suggests a separate innovation in Nkore and Kiga, on the one hand, and in Hunde, on the other hand. Confer Hunde gikwa ‘to fall, be beaten’. That, in turn, suggests broadly similar circumstances across the three speech communities, rather than some sort of stimulus diffusion. Etymology is uncertain, but perhaps a deverbative from the stem -huka ‘get thinner, lose weight’. The derivation suggests links with hunger and vulnerability and perhaps refugees of famine.

10. *-inika 1/2; 14 ‘dependant, servant, slave; servitude’.
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Ganda, Gware, Soga; Kerewe, Kiga, Nkore, Nyoro, Yòóza, Ziba, Nyole; Sumbwa, Nyamwezi

The glosses given to this term in the literature bear the traces of late precolonial and colonial-era patrician efforts to promote their views on social hierarchies in the Great Lakes region. Royals and pastoralists had the most at stake in this regard. In the twentieth century, the noun in Haya stated this position explicitly: Early in the twentieth century, the noun in Haya stated this position explicitly: Early in the twentieth century, the noun in Haya stated this position explicitly: Early in the twentieth century, the noun in Haya stated this position explicitly: Early in the twentieth century, the noun in Haya stated this position explicitly:...}
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Beyond Great Lakes Bantu: Sumbwa, Nyamwezi (Tabora dialect); Luba-Katunga, Luba-Sanga, Nyika; Benbha, Nsonga; Ikia; Lenje; Gulu; Tabwa; Mambe; Bisa; Lala-Lamba; Fipa; Pimbwe; Wambo. Proto Sabakki.

Peta [Johnston 1919, Vol. 1, 259] has ntakazi ‘female slave’; Meng’engo [Johnston 1919, Vol. 1, 243] has mdzakazi, in the same meaning. This is one of the very few terms for slavery in Great Lakes Bantu with a very broad, nearly block distribution that closely marks the caravaning of long-distance trade routes of any sort, let alone those which reached into and beyond the lands of both the Luba state and the Indian Ocean caravanserai routes. Only a few from Swahili (*-tumaza) and one or two reaching westwards (*-peta) have similarly vast distributions. In the Lakes
region, it is concentrated in Forest and West Highlands, though it does turn up in two of the Mara languages (a branch of East Nyamwe). It is often gendered female with the addition of *-a-tzi ‘woman’, with the male form unmarked. Shu attests the reverse. The etymology is unclear. Meeussen gives *-a-tzi [L] or *-je ‘slave’. Nin and Himeantu reconstruct Proto Sabaki *maja ‘newcomer’.139

12.1. *-kazwa 1/2, 9/10; ‘captive, prisoner’.

Nyoro, Nkor, Kerewo.

In the later 1980s, the verbal form in Hangaza meant ‘to marry by abduction’. Together with the following entry, these two areal forms are deverbatives of the stem *-k’b’i ‘seize’ (C.S. #1172 in Guthrie 1967-71, Vol. 3, 304) which is itself very likely derived from Proto Bantu (Meeussen 1988, 29). *-ga- ‘fall’ and showing Dahl’s Law with the addition of the contactive suffix *-ka-; Rundi (Rodegen 1974: 133) has kaguda ‘to fall on and seize firmly, to seize, take, hold and squeeze’. The noun was made from a passive form of that verb. The gaps in the distribution support a claim that the noun was innovated in the Proto Rutara era, between 700 and 900 years ago by glottochronological dating. A more recent set of separate innovations cannot be ruled out, given the easy derivational process involved and the absence of distinctive sound changes.

12.2. *-k’b’i 1/2 ‘captor, catcher’.

Rundi; Ganda; Nyoro, Nkor, Kiga.

This noun was made from the foregoing stem by adding the agentive suffix *-i. It is not hard to see the block distribution as a reflection of repeated raiding between the four different language zones.

13. *-f’le 9/10, *f’len 1/2 ‘captive, defendant; prisoner of war’.

Rwand; Rundi, Ha.

This noun was made from the widespread stem *-f’le ‘hold’ (C.S. #1153 in Guthrie 1967-71, Vol. 4, 43). The restricted distribution, as well as the formal skewing, suggests the innovation developed no earlier than the eighteenth century, after Rwandian and Rundi polities had taken shape and begun to exert pressure on linguistic standardisation.

14.1. #-nymag, 1/2, 14 ‘captor, pillager; thief, robber; pillaging’.

Ganda; Haya, Nyoro, Nkor; Nande; Shii; Rundi, Rwanda, Ha.

Hanga has *nymga ‘to abuse’. The skewing suggests multiple, separate innovations either by internal derivations or by loaning. Together with the block distribution, the evidence points to an areal feature developed since the breakup of North Nyamwe, Rutara, and Rwenzori. This was no longer ago than the oldest of these groups: North Nyamwe at about 500 CE. Or not more recently than the breakup of the youngest of these groups: Rwenzori at about 1400 CE. Both dates come from Violence, Marginality, Scorn & Honour

The following narrowly distributed and broadly synonymous glottochronology. The following narrowly distributed and broadly synonymous glottochronology. 

14.2. *-nyang 1/2 ‘plunder slaves; captive (from a raid)’.

Ganda.

14.3. *-nyanga 1/2 ‘captive’.

Nyoro, Nkor.

14.4. *-nacam 1/2 ‘female captive; war captive’.

Haya; Rwanda.

14.5. *-nac 3/4 ‘plunder, booty’.

Ganda; Nyoro, Nkor.

14.6. *-nacw, *-ncw 14 ‘bondage, captivity’; *-ngw, *-ncw 1/2 ‘captive, slave’.

Nande.

The skewing of these substantives strongly suggests these are recent innovations, perhaps loanwords, in Nande.

15.1. *-nyab 1/2 ‘youth, unmarried man; groom, fiancé’.

Ha; Samia, Hanga; Sumbwa, Sukuma; Nyilamba; Swahili.

The distribution suggests this meaning – essentially ‘dependent male’ – was the source for the following term, although it is entirely possible, even likely, that the two semantic fields – ‘herder’ and ‘dependent male’ – emerged and grew together. Generational politics often meant that young men who desired to marry with bridewealth had to indenture themselves to richer families. And the term held a rich metaphor of low status: anyone who entered such labour relations acted like a young unmarried man. Jan Vanina has suggested (personal communication, 15 February 2005) a derivation from *-cambo -acumulate, be on top, surpass‘, showing links with compositional wealth in people. But another possibility exists and it may be connected to the foregoing. The term may be a deverbative of C.S. 414 *-cambo {<camb} ‘buy’. This verb was replaced in Eastern Savannah by *-gul- ‘buy’. For this proposed derivation to hold, the noun must be a retention from Proto-Savannah. In that era, that verbal meaning that touched on exchange could have informed the meaning of the noun – young unmarried man – in the context of the movement of men into matriloclal groups.
15.2

Nyoro, Nkore, Kiga, Yóóza, Haya, Ziba; Haavu, Hunde; Rwanda, Rundi; Gusii; Samia, Hanga.

In Ha the noun means 'adopted child'. In Rundi, the word also means 'client, valet, or serf'. In Hangaza insibanda 9 names a sort of cattle loan. In Gikuyu gikũũbi, i-7/8 is 'one who works for food instead of pay (e.g. a poor or disabled woman who helps in harvesting a crop and is given the rejects as her reward)'. In the 1970s, Gusii, Samia, and Hanga terms meant 'slave, bondservant', perhaps capturing the essence of life as a herdsman in archly pastoralist settings.

16.1 #-dí (itr.) 'to fear'; #-nuví 1/2 'coward, timid person, fearful person'; #-bú i-14 'fear, timidity, dread'.

Ganda, Gusii, Wanga, Masaba.

Ila, Totel, Bua, Yeyi, Moita, Aru, Tikuu, Cewa, Teve, Sabia, Mpongwe, Manyang' (Upper Cross River), Munshi (South Benue Basin).

Widespread in Bantu and the source for much semantic innovation that connects notions of 'fear' to recognition of 'honour' in a much narrower set of speech communities. In Rutara, the substantive *-tími, is derived from the associative form of the verb, *-tína.

16.2. #-zíhova 7/8 'fear, respect, honour'.

North Nyanza: Ganda, Soga, Gwere.

A deverbal innovation in North Nyanza from a passive form of the verb *-tí (itr.) 'to fear'.

16.3. #-tí nuova 7/8 'honour'.

Rutara: Nyoro, Nkore, Kiga, Haya, Ziba, Kerewe, Zinza, Kyamwara.

A deverbal innovation in Rutara from a passive form of the associative verb *-tína 'to fear each other, be afraid, fear'.

16.4. #-tínya 'to generate fear in; make afraid, cause to fear and respect'.

West Highlands: Rundi, Rwanda, Goyi.

A causative associative form of the verb *-tí 'to fear'. Rutara used the causative associative form to derive the substantives #-tími 14, 1 'fear, coward' and the verb *-tína 'be afraid'.
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17. *zamana 'slave, male servant; messenger'.

Kuria, Rigi; Bukusu; Luvale.

The meaning 'slave' seems likely to be a loan transfer from Swahili and Sabaki during the era of the caravan trade, even if the stem is much older and far more widespread. The derivation from the widespread verb #-tumua (passive) 'be sent, be employed or used' is so common that firm conclusions are difficult in the absence of distinctive sound change. Bukusu attests both a Swahili form, which retains the initial /t/, and a North Luhyia form, in which the stem-initial /t/ has shifted to /s/ suggesting strongly that the meaning and not the stem was introducted from Swahili-speaking caravanners to Bukusu-speakers.

18. *zaua 1/2; *zawandazi 1/2 'servant; female slave, slave; slavery; maidservant, domestic, prostitute'.

Gandia, Kerewe, Zinza, Haya, Ziba, Nyoro, Nkore, Kiga, Nande, Koonzo; Rwanda.

A widespread, block distribution reflects recent innovation and subsequent direct diffusion of this term. It is nearly always gendered female and thus reflects the strong preference for female slaves both for local use and for the coastwise trade. The etymology is unclear, but the range of meanings carried by the term suggests that the zamana was someone who came into a community setting as the extension of another person, presumably the captor or master, thereby subsuming the zamana's identity into that of her captor's. Meesoom gives *-uje [LI] 'to come', 16a surface forms of which take different shapes in Great Lakes languages.

Notes

* My thanks to Kate de Luna, Steven Feierman, Kathryn Gouru, Jonathann Glassman, Chris Hayden, Nancy Hertz, Neil Koren, Murray Last, Julie Livingston, Wyatt MacGaffey, Shirley Makoni, Henri Michel, Joseph Miller, Godwin Mununga, Alphonse Oyero, Rhiannon Stephens, Lynn Thomas and Jan Vansina for salutary comments on earlier drafts. Feierman, MacGaffey, Miller and Vansina helped especially with framing the arguments and expanding and interpreting the evidentiary base.

1 In a linguist's parlance, both of these forms of evidence are 'innovations'. In the first instance, a new word and meaning are created together. In the second instance, people attach a new meaning to an existing word. In reality these two operations are not always as discrete as my description might imply. New words and meanings often come into existence through simple derivational operations — for example, making a verb into a noun — which any competent speaker of a language can manage. In this example, both the noun — a new word — and its new meaning are the inventions.

2 To the extent that these legacies inform talk of power, standing, and political culture in the very recent past — as in the commonplace opposition of freedom to slavery — they disrupt a conventional temporality in which slavery is understood to have been vanquished in and through the uneven victories of colonial and postcolonial practices of embodied, individual freedom. And they raise the possibility of understanding epochal
breaks like ‘emancipation’ and ‘independence’ as radical redefinitions of the terms on which we understand vulnerability, violence and authority, even though they clearly marked the death of a particular political economy of slavery, in the first instance, and a political culture of disenfranchisement, in the second instance; cf. Frederick Cooper, *Colonialism in Question, Theory, Knowledge, History* (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 2000) pp.337-4.


4 For more on these issues, see Jonathan Chiramara, ‘No words of their own’, *Stain and Awakening* (Wageningen, 1992), pp.131-45.


8 The historical linguistic strands of this evidentiary appear in David Schoenbrun, *Comparative Vocabularies for Slavery, Vulnerability, Violence, and Social Standing in Great Lakes Bantu Ethnologies, Semantics, and Dictionaries* (Köln, in preparation).

9 With the publication of this volume, we have the first book-length study devoted to slavery in the Great Lakes region since early colonial days. For early academic treatments of the topic, see Michael Wright, *Buganda in the Heretic Age* (Nairobi, 1971), especially Chapter 6; John Rowe, ‘Revolution in Buganda, 1856-1906, Part One: The Reign of Kabaka Mubuya Mutesa, 1856-1884’ (Unpublished PhD Dissertation, University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1966), pp.2-44; Randall Packard, *Chiefship and Cosmology* (Bloomington, IN, 1981); Newbury, *Kings and Clan*.

10 On a short list, Christopher Wrigley, *Kingship and State* (Cambridge, 1996), pp.224 and Chapter 11; Hanson, *Landed Obligation*, pp.94-104; Chrétién, *Great Lakes of Africa*, pp.170-3. Forthcoming for thematic reasons and perhaps as a result of Michael Twaddle’s influence, only Richard Reid has carried out a sustained study of slavery (and, then, only for Buganda most compellingly for the later nineteenth century). See his *Political
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unlikely or uncommon that their semantic contributions – as humour, irony, as sarcasm – to the communal fund of language will have been systematically retained or lost as a generational. For these reasons, I have the language of the dominants, the 'recipients', as evidence. Thanks to Joe Miller, personal communication, for stimulating these thoughts.

22 Only a fraction of the language evidence is discussed here. Many names for slaves were phrases in which the identity of the slave subject was glossed by an adverbial component. Thus, in Kereowe, a person who had become enfeebled by being convicted of witchcraft was named muuma mweve khego (lit. a female) or unuuma mweve (lit. female). See Hartwig, 'Changing forms', p.284.


24 Proto-Mashariki is the speech community ancestral to such widely separated but demonstrably historically related eastern Bantu languages as Kiakwili, Gikuyu, Luganda, Nyakyusa, Chichewa, Kikongo, Luba, Nyanja, Fipa, Chatungwa, Makua, Shona, and Soke. It has been divided into clusters, each of which the languages are more closely related to each other, roughly divided by the Kupawa River. See Christopher Ehret, Bantu expansion, re-envisioning a central problem in early African history, International Journal of African Historical Studies, 34, 1 (2001), pp.5-40.

25 Among many others, see Reid, Political Power, p.113. Negative evidence is a notoriously unstable foundation for an argument, but I have looked widely in the sources. If the semantic boundary were breached, it was probably not done so with great regularity our did speech communities welcome it.

26 Schoenbrun, 'Great Lakes Bantu', pp.105-7.


28 The language evidence for this study will appear in Schoenbrun, Comparative Verbalism.


31 The etymology of this term does not explain why a gendered contrast developed with another term, #muza. Did these new meanings for #muza refer to new sorts of work or service that a male dependent or servant might provide for his patron? Did performing these sorts of labour form integral aspects of the political economy of the kingdom? Is this gendered aspect of these meanings a residual effect of a gendered prejudice of male dependents – as objects of raiding and as auxiliaries in future raids – during the eighteenth century's ubiquitous militarism? Careful work in ethnohistorical traditions that tell of war booty and patronage might produce some new leads, cf. Vansina, Antecedents, pp.73-90.

32 The practice is recorded from Bulerehe, Buganda, Rwanda and many of the Haya states. See Peter Roberston, 'Women, labour, and state formation in Western Uganda,' in E. A. Bacou and L. J. Loretto (eds), Complex Polities in the Ancient Tropical World (Washington, DC, 1999), pp.55-6, 82; Vansina, Antecedents, pp.32, 232 n9; For an argument that combines agrarian change, militarism, and the rise of sexually mediated class, see Wrightley, Kingship and State, pp.234-41.

33 But regular sound correspondences tell us that the reflex should be something like #-muza.

34 Rather than having been innovated once, in Proto Rutara, and retained as cognate terms – which would show regular sound correspondences among them – in each daughter language.

35 This form would produce all the attested forms regularly. Indeed, A. E. Mocanu gives -da (I 'slave'; see his Bunta Lexical Reconstructions (Tervuren, 1980), p.9.

36 As, indeed, Nurse and Hinnebusch suggest with their Proto-Sabaki (Indian Ocean coastal) form, *-muza 'newcomer' and *munaza 'female slave'. See Derek Nurse and Thomas Hinnebusch, stools and Subsidiary A Linguistic History (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1993), p.416.

37 Thanks to Steven Friedman, personal communication, for suggestions 'refugee' as a more apt gloss, though I have not recorded such a gloss in the available sources.


39 The metaphor occurs elsewhere, too. See Harry Johnston, A Comparative Study of the Bantu and Seno-Bantu Languages, Vol. 1 (Oxford, 1919), p.131, where Silva and Soloh languages spoken in the Kumi region of the Democratic Republic of Congo derived a noun for 'slave', mubba and muta, respectively, from the Bantu verb *polo 'to stoke'. In a personal communication, Joseph Miller noted that these metaphors reflect the implausibility of social status and underscore the different aspects of the lives of people subject to particular forms of personal, physical and verbal manipulation.

40 See Reid, Political Power, p.121-3. But, the difficulty of 'hearing' a slave's 'voice' in the sort of linguistic evidence discussed here should not be taken to mean that slaves uttered no verbal expression to those that no one heard their words.

41 A consensus put well in Miers and Kopyroff, quoting Joseph Miller, 'African slave', pp.15-16.


43 In Bantu languages, nouns may be clased together according to the prefix they take to mark singular and plural forms. Linguists refer to each class of a gender. The semantic coherence of noun classes varies greatly between languages. See Francis Katamba, 'Bantu nominal morphology', in Derek Nurse and Gerard Philippson (eds), The Bantu Languages (London, 2003), pp.190-29.

44 Future work might focus on language and practice applied to slave bodies. How were they labelled? Were they handled any differently in life or after the departure of the life force? For example, the Luganda term amwasi refers to a person who has had a bodily part cut off, as in the phrase 'amwasi a'mate' which means 'one whose ears have been cut off'. See John D. Murphy, Luganda-English Dictionary (Washington, DC, 1972), p.378. The noun was created from the verb a'mwasi 'to cut', but the term probably emerged in the context of the violence of making war and the violence of punishing criminal transgression.

45 Joseph Miller, personal communication.


48 In one case, people derived the substantive from a passive form of the verb; in another setting, people derived the substantive from a causative form of the verb. It takes little imagination to see subtle differences in the cognition of the relationship between fear and honour in these two derivational moves. Complete distributional and semantic evidence for these terms appears in Schoenbrun, Comparative Verbalism, Chapter 4.

49 A preliminary survey of the distributions of these different derivational paths suggests
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that the connections between fear and honour were most pronounced in societies with well-developed vertical hierarchies in power and standing, most often where slave forms had emerged. See Iliffe, Honour, pp.161-8. Further research should help explore the mutual influences of social stratification, state structures, and cultures of honour, slave and servitude. What is more, butuara derives the noun from a passive reciprocal form of the verb, thus undercutting the dialogic basis for communicating honour from fear. It takes two or more to accomplish this transformation. North Nyasa derives the noun from a simple passive perhaps as a result of a more unidirectional transaction in which the feared are due honour as a matter of course. These observations, while stimulating, must be deepened with ethnographic and oral historical examples of the processes in action.

Iliffe, Honour, p.119.

Iliffe, Honour, p.3; Rhiannon Stephens, ‘Historical linguistic approaches to a history of motherhood in West Nyasaland, 500-1500 CE’, Seminar Paper, Northwestern University, pp.1-12; Schoenbrun, A Green Place, pp.151-6.

A class 9/10 noun - sibyi - has an even wider distribution (Rwandans and Haavu) and carries gloses describing a woman who does not like having sex with men. Considering that the great majority of informants for these dictionaries were men, one wonders what other meanings the word carried, especially for women.

Schoenbrun, A Green Place, pp.255-8; Newbury, Kings and Clerics, pp.200-26; Vansina, Acestudia, pp.54-8.

Many Great Lakes Bantu languages distinguished acts of praising someone's practical knowledge in absorba from acts of conferring respect upon someone in person. See Pauline Fraas, A Nande-English and English-Nande Dictionary (Washington, DC, 1961), p.88. And I have said nothing about the capacity of things to generate and attract honour. The famous, mobile medicine horns - juju - used by healers, warriors, other leaders and malicious persons in North Nyasaland would be fine examples to study through these lenses.

Pierre Bourdieu, [Philip Sherrard, trans.] ‘The sentiment of honour in African society’, in John G. Peristiany (ed.), Honour and Shame: The Values of Mediterranean Society (London, 1965), pp.197-8. In a stimulating essay on grace, Julian Pitt-Rivers opens up an intriguing path towards understanding what might be called an ‘excess’ in the pursuit of honour: it points to the unique and extraordinary things a person does beyond what is expected. If the pursuit of honour is basal in its ubiquity, the achievement of honour might rely on part on an individual’s capacity for the extraordinary, the graceful. Such a connection is clearly in evidence in notions of the bodily substance which exists inside the bodies of extraordinary persons - witches, successful politicians - and which embodies the unusual, the extraordinary, as a function of a discursive autonomy on a person’s achievements. See Pitt-Rivers, ‘Postscript: the place of grace in anthropology’, in John G. Peristiany and Julian Pitt-Rivers (eds), Honor and Grace in Anthropology (Cambridge, 1992), pp.217, 220.

It will be important to scour the dynamic sources for evidence that enslaved warriors captives used flight and even suicide to refuse their condition; see Iliffe, Honour, p.131; Glassman, Feasts and Riot, pp.109-13, on the slave-like community of Makonora on the Mbemba in 1735.


Iliffe, Honour, p.137.


The vocabulary for forms of labour grows dramatically in number at the same time.

For some detail on this condition in twentieth-century Nkor, see Steinhardt’s chapter in this volume.

This term refers to an area cluster of intercommunicating speech communities in
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existence before Proto Great Lakes and after Proto Mashedik.


Ibid., p.61, Cohen, Food production, pp.136f, emphasised the ‘reorganization of work and labor’ that must have driven and been driven by food systems specialised for trade and tribute.

Grant, A Walk Across Africa, p.78.

For examples from the Mbiria and Zanzibar, see Glasman, Feasts and Riot, pp.85-96; Laura Fair, ‘Dressing up: clothing, class and gender in post-abolition Zanzibar’, Journal of African History, 39, 1 (1998), pp.67-74. And Grant’s descriptions suggest that one’s origin and standing rather than one’s involvement in commerce were central to defining ‘slavehood’ in the eyes of the master.

The gloss ‘slave’ often covers a term for ‘receded’ or ‘captured’ person whereby warfare and the examples above illustrate that slavery have been widespread. Among many other possible examples, slavery has already been framed this ‘alienation’.

Wendy James, ‘Alienating to Claude Mellissouros. See James, Perceptions from an African slavery frontier’, in Archer, Slayer and Other Forms of Unequal Labour, p.139.

Derek Nunn and Schoenbrun, ‘Great Lakes Bantu’, pp.114, 116-17, 144, 149-51; Derek Nunn and Schoenbrun, ‘Great Lakes Bantu’, pp.114, 116-17, 144, 149-51; Derek Nunn and Schoenbrun, ‘Great Lakes Bantu’, pp.114, 116-17, 144, 149-51; Derek Nunn and Schoenbrun, ‘Great Lakes Bantu’, pp.114, 116-17, 144, 149-51; Derek Nunn and Schoenbrun, ‘Great Lakes Bantu’, pp.114, 116-17, 144, 149-51; Derek Nunn and Schoenbrun, ‘Great Lakes Bantu’, pp.114, 116-17, 144, 149-51.


Unless they were of noble status, in which case they might either be banished or take up powerful positions in exile, as was often the case in Rwanda and its neighbouring monarchies. See Vansina, Acestudia.


Iliffe, Honour, p.136.

This essay has not considered evidence relating to enslavement by formal legal action or debt-peonage. However, legal precepts in Lakes societies almost certainly guided the fates of pawns and of political or social adversaries.


Including royal excitement in the form of food, even if those adventures were ‘coined’ to fail in order for rulers to dispose of a difficult adversary; see Cohen, Food
production', pp.2-3 and 5-6; and for violent resistance to such exactions, see Kramskoy, 'Pre-colonial trade', pp.37-107.
80 Glassman, Feasts and Feast, Chapter 3; Cooper, Plantation Slavery; passion; Twaddle, 'Men and peasants in Buganda', pp.118-29; Reid, Political Power, pp.124-30.
82 Reid, Political Power, pp.124-30, 132.
83 Weigley, Kingdom and Slaves, pp.215-20; Hanson, Landed Obligation, pp.94-6; Hanson, 'Changing forms', pp.263-7, 272-82.
84 But we can take elements of nineteenth-century slavery and trace them back to various notional points of origin.
85 Vanzina, Antecedents, pp.67-125, does so for Rwanda. See also Hermann Rehs, Lexis and Regula (Stuttgart, 1919), Chapter 1, page 9, which makes it clear that female powerlessness was common in royal courts and that male slaves married women of their masters' choosing, while female slaves married sons of the master's other slaves, if they were not taken as concubines by the male master. In short, the picture painted for the turn of the twentieth century is a familiar tableau of paternalist imagery with sometimes harrowingly real pieces for example the casual remark (p.15 of Chapter 11) that male slaves could make formal legal complaints against their masters — of a mutually obligating system. See also the new work begun by Rhiannon Stephens, 'Moorhood in interlaced Africa, ca. 500-ka. 1500 CE, Inheritance, adoption, gender and marriage,' Unpublished Seminar Paper, Northwestern University, 2003.
87 Hanson, Landed Obligation, pp.94-104; Reid, Political Power, pp.222-6; Vanzina, L. Rwanda, pp.227-46.
89 Ibid., p.19.
90 Hanson, Landed Obligation, pp.75-87; Reid, Political Power, pp.177-98; Vanzina, Antecedents, pp.180ff.
92 Ibid., 85.
94 Or freedom is the absence of slavery; see Steven Feierman, Peasant Intellectuals: Anthropology and History in Tanzania (Madison, WI, 1990), pp.226ff; Glassman, Feasts and Feast, Chapter 9.
96 Vanzina, Antecedents, Chapters 4 and 5; Hanson, Landed Obligation, pp.94-104; Reid, Political Power, pp.251-7.
98 Hanson, Landed Obligation, pp.25-57.
100 It is extremely difficult to capture the nuances of early conceptualisations of the individual using oral testimony collected over the last eighty years or more because the atomised person that constitutes the legal and practical ground of a wage-labour system and, later, of various modes of parliamentary democracy has become hegemonic. For the complexity of such a transformation, see Hansard, Landed Obligation, pp.169-93, 238-41; and Vanzina, Antecedents, pp.134-9.
101 David Schoenbrun, The Historical Reconstruction of Great Lakes Bantu Cultural Vocabulary: Etymologies and Distributions (Kölner, 1997); C. Ehret, An African Classical Age (Charlottesville, VA, 1988); Nurse and Hinnelsbe, Swahili and Sanskrit.
102 Raimo Attila, Historical and Comparative Linguistics (Amsterdam, 1989).